The New View towards EDM Files
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Abstract

With continuous evolution of NiTi file system it has become a challenge to choose between the right system for individual clinical scenario. The various thermomechanic procedures and the improvement of composition of the alloy that is used in manufacturing NiTi files are aimed to improve the flexibility of NiTi files. Improved flexibility of NiTi files would minimize the intracanal irregularities such as canal transportation and would ensure an increase in the success of root canal therapy. Technically speaking there is a phase shift from milling of alloy to electro discharge machining of alloy. Electro-discharge machining (EDM) is a non-contact thermal erosion process that partially melts and evaporates the wire by high-frequency spark discharges. There is significant difference in surface architecture of nickel titanium after thermal treatment. Electro discharge machining gives better fatigue resistance property hence more predictable outcome.
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Introduction

There has been a evolution of metallurgy since the spark of NiTi files have come to dentistry. Shape memory alloys (SMA) have attracted the interest of the scientific community mainly due to their exquisite properties that make them ideal materials for applications in automotive, aerospace and biomedical sectors while the areas of interest are constantly expanding and numerous commercial applications already exist. Properties such as superelasticity (SE) and shape-memory effect that give these materials their characterization as smart materials are in the forefront of the studies related to them. Supercelastic materials can return to their initial shape when the applied deformational stress is removed, which leads to a subsequent recovery of the deformation strain, thus the material returns to its original shape. This phenomenon is attributed to the reversible transformation occurring from the austenite to martensite phase, also termed as stress induced martensite. In order to better clarify the SE mechanism, depicting a stress-temperature curve and a stress-strain curve, is presented. The thermal treatment of these alloy gives rise to the following phases: martensite phase transformation start temperature upon cooling; austenite phase transformation start temperature upon heating. R-phase wires exhibit superior resistance to functional fatigue and to mechanical fatigue, according to recent studies. Cyclic fatigue tests conducted by Pirani, et al. [1] corroborated such findings.
Electrodischarge Machining Versus Milling

There are different types of surface treatment of the NiTi to get the most beneficial outcome. In this evolutionary process EDM- Electro Discharge Machining has now come to picture. Most non-conventional machining works pertain to electrodischarge machining (EDM) or wire electrodischarge machining (WEDM) of NiTi SMAs. Object of the studies is usually the surface and subsurface modifications that take place from the spark discharges during machining and the influence of various parameters on the material removal rate of the process. In a comparison between milling and EDM investigations concluded that EDM produced higher surface roughness than that of milling [2]. EDM investigations concluded that EDM produced higher surface roughness than that of milling. Furthermore, a white layer (Figures 1a & b) was also observed that was less thick than that measured when milling was applied. Furthermore, for finish trim cut, the white layer is even thinner and crack-free. Material removal rate also increases with increase in working energy [2]. Similar results are reported when WEDM is considered [3]. NiTi alloys are sensitive to thermal influence and it is of interest to reduce the effect of excessive thermal loading when laser machining components made of SMAs. Femtosecond laser are also used for the machining of NiTi alloys for the production of micro-devices [4].

EDM is a thermo-electric machining process in which the material removed or eroded from the work piece due to the energy from a series of electric discharges generated between the tool electrode and the work piece electrode immersed in a dielectric medium. The electric discharges or sparks produced at the gap remove the work as well as tool material by melting and evaporation. The formed white layer and the recast layer which is higher hardness and different property compared to the bulk material. The dielectric medium acts as a deionizing medium between the electrode and the work piece, thus providing the optimal conditions for spark generation and also flushes the debris formed in the spark gap [5,6]. A comparative study of fatigue strength and other surface integrity aspects generated by grinding and Wire EDM of titanium alloy 9 Ti-6Al-4V was recently reported in with a conclusion that a standard Wire-EDM process with instabilities has a better fatigue life than a standard grinding process [7].

HyFlex EDM files are produced using an innovative manufacturing process called Electrical Discharge Machining (Figure 2). The EDM process results in a file that is extremely flexible and fracture resistant. In fact, HyFlex EDM files are up to 700% more resistant to cyclic fatigue compared to traditional NiTi files [8]. In a recent in vitro study of 2017 Hyflex EDM instruments resisted static cyclic fatigue significantly more than WaveOne Gold, Reciproc Blue & One Shape endodontic files [9]. Kaval, et al. [10] reported that the cyclic fatigue resistance of HyflexEDM was significantly higher than ProTaper Universal and Pro- Taper Gold files. The reason for HyflexEDM files having a higher cyclic fatigue resistance might be the electrodischarge machining procedure performed during the production.

Conclusion

With the change in technology of NiTi alloy system the file are getting more flexible. The novel electrical discharge machining was used in oral implantology from
long back. EDM, mainly composed of martensite and R-phase, revealed peculiar structural properties, such as increased phase transformation temperatures and higher hardness. The different phase composition and the improved hardness may shed light on the enhanced mechanical behaviour of electro-discharge machined instruments. Windeler AS [11] received a patent for improving the fit of cast restorations using EDM and since 1990 it has been used widely in implant prostheses [12], EDM was used in dentistry for fabricating titanium implant-retained restorations [13]. EDM has stepped its foot in endodontics through two file system namely Neolix NeoNiTi and Coltene Hyflex EDM. EDM files gives an edge to the operator in terms of increased resistance to cyclic fatigue, less vibration and better surface properties.
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